SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW

Manage Security and
Optimize Access in
Microsoft 365
Microsoft 365 has grown in popularity in recent years, and as remote work continues to
increase, organizations consider MS 365 to be a critical business application. However, with
this rise in usage, unauthorized access to MS 365 environments has become increasingly
lucrative to motivated attackers.
Microsoft 365 appears to be a cohesive set of services neatly bundled together. But once
you dig deeper, it becomes apparent that each service is unique, with a multitude of different
security configurations and capabilities.
Understanding these complexities and how to properly configure these settings is not a trivial
task. Although Microsoft 365 provides several security features in its E3 and E5 products,
security teams still lack centralized visibility; most don’t have the necessary expertise and
time required to fully take advantage of native security features. Companies must take a
proactive approach to ensure their MS 365 environments, users, and data are protected.

AppOmni helps enterprises gain deep, centralized visibility to cybersecurity
risk across their SaaS ecosystems, including Microsoft 365.
This helps security teams discover misconfigurations and
data access risk throughout their systems. With AppOmni,
security and admin teams can quickly and efficiently
discover, protect, monitor and verify compliance in MS 365.

activereach is a leading technology integrator specialising
in delivering cloud and on-premise security solutions to UK
enterprises. activereach is an authorised AppOmni partner.
REQUEST A SAAS SECURITY RISK ASSESSMENT TODAY
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• Increase awareness with centralized risk visibility for MS 365 and other business-critical apps
• Gain centralized visibility for 250+ system configurations for Teams, Exchange Online,
Office apps, and SharePoint
• Discover misconfigurations and data access risk in SharePoint for external and internal users
• Increase efficiency by leveraging MS 365 security policy best practices
• Receive high-fidelity detection alerts that allow you to prioritize response
• Prove compliance with regulatory standards - SOX, SOC2, ISO 27001, NIST

With AppOmni, security, admin, and development teams can be more efficient with their time as they discover, protect,
continuously monitor, and verify compliance in Microsoft 365.

Contact us to get your free risk assessment at https://appomni.com/risk-assessment.

To learn more about AppOmni, visit www.AppOmni.com.
AppOmni’s SaaS Security Management software makes it easy for security and IT teams
to protect and monitor their entire SaaS environment from each vendor to every end-user.
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For more information visit www.activereach.net, email
contactus@activereach.net or tel 0845 625 9025.

